It is the purpose of this paper to investigate the solutions of linear differential equations of second order which satisfy linear boundary conditions of a general form.
In the first section theorems regarding the existence of solutions of the differential equation y" +p(x)y' + qix)y =f{x)
under the boundary conditions 8,y(as,) 4-a2y{x2) 4 «8y'(*i) + aty'(x2) = A, MK) + °2y(x2) + b3y'(xi) + i4y'(x2) = B> will be established, under the assumption that the relation a2bt -atb2 = e^ **' (a^ -036,) is satisfied, f These results will be derived from the general solution of the differential equation.
In the following sections the differential equation y"4-pix)y' + [XAix)-Bix)]y = 0 will be considered, where X is a parameter. The existence of functions satisfying the differential equation and the homogeneous form of the above boundary conditions for particular values of X, i. e., the existence of normal functions for the problem, will be proved by means of certain minimum problems, based upon that used by Weber J whereby reasoning similar to that of Dirichlet's prin-m. mason: on the boundary value problems [July ciple was employed. By this method the properties of the normal functions as minimum functions are set in evidence, properties upon which the proof of oscillation theorems for the normal functions may be based.
As an illustration an oscillation theorem for periodic solutions will be proved in the last section.
Special cases of the above boundary conditions have formed the subject of many investigations since the famous memoirs of Sturm and Liouville.* Picard t has applied the method of successive approximations to the case y (.i1,) = 0, y ( x2 ) = 0, for the differential equation
?/"4-Xvl(x)y=0, where the function A does not change sign.
The writer J has treated certain boundary conditions for this differential equation by reducing the problem to the solution of an integral equation by means of one-dimensional Green's functions, and applying a method to which the method of § 2 of the present paper is analogous.
In particular the existence of periodic solutions was thus shown. These results were later reproduced by Holmgren, § using a method based upon Hilbert's treatment of Dirichlet's principle, and by Tzitzeica, || who used a generalization of PiCard's method. The existence of periodic solutions was also proved by Bôcher,^[ the proof being based on Sturm's results. Important results have recently been obtained by Hilbert regarding the solution of integral equations with symmetrical Kern.** These results may however be applied to the boundary problem of the differential equation only in case the function A ( x ) does not change sign, a restriction which will not be made in the present article.
The expansion of a function in terms of normal functions, which is the result of greatest interest in Hilbert's work, has also been treated by DiXON ft for a general boundary condition in connection with a differential equation to which the one here considered may be reduced if A(x) does not change sign. § 1. The existence of solutions of the general problem.
It is required to determine a solution of the differential equation JJ (1) y" + p(x)y'+ q(x)y=f(x) which satisfies the boundary conditions LÁy) = aly(xl) + «»y(*») + asy'(xi) + ^y'(x2) = A ( 2) Lt(y) = &iy(»i) + °tV w + Ky'(xx) + hf (*») -5»
where -4, 5, a(, b¡ are given constants. It will be assumed that the coefficients of the boundary conditions satisfy the relation°2 64-a462 = C ' " '(«A -aA)> or, in writing T * 7 /'Vi that the equation holds :
The general solution of equation (1) is (4) y = CjM + c2w + u I fPvdx + v I fPudx, where P = e-7*1 , c, and c2 are arbitrary constants, and u, v are linearly independent solutions of the differential equation (l0) y" + pix)y' + ?(x)y = 0, and are connected by the relation
The constants c,, c2 are to be so determined that y satisfies the boundary conditions (2). Substituting (4) in (2), writing «(x,) = vx, v'(x,) = v[, etc., and arranging terms, we have :
• 'xj *Jx\
If in place of u, v any other pair of linearly independent solutions U= dtu 4-e,v, K«, -e,rf, + 0) V= d2u 4-e2v is used, the determinant A(w, v) of the first members of (6) will be replaced by A(f7, V) = (dle2-e1d2)A(u,v).
Then the following theorem holds ; If A 4= 0 there exists a unique solution of the differential equation (1) under the boundary condition (2). There exists a solution of the homogeneous problem, i. c, a solution not identically zero of the differential equation (10) under the boundary conditions when and only when A = 0.
Certain conditions must be satisfied by A, B, f(x) in order that a solution of the non-homogeneous problem may exist when A = 0. These conditions will be different according as the minors of A are or are not zero. The discussion of these two cases will be given separately.
Case I. The minors of A are not all zero. In this case but one solution of the homogeneous problem exists, except for an arbitrary constant factor. Let u be this solution. Then v will not be a solution, i. e., La(v) and Lb(v) are not both zero. Since u satisfies (20) it will also satisfy the equations :
The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a solution of (1) and (2) 
Now it may be shown by means of equations (3), (5) and (7) that the following equations hold :
In fact, expanding the left member of (9,) and applying (3), (5) and (7), we have, = dl2 + »Í (<*"«, + ^32M! + vd3iu'2) + d2l
The other equations of (9) are proved in a similar manner. Now Laiv) and Lb(v) are not both zero, and hence the equation (5) and (72), (a2B -Ab2)u[ 4-7r(a1.# -Abf)u2 + d12 I fPudx = 0, Jxx an equation which does not contain v, and which is equivalent to (8) except when dl2 = 0. Three similar equations may be derived from (8) by using (92), (93) and (94). We have, replacing tr and P by their values, the four equations,
each of which is equivalent to (8) unless the determinant dik which occurs in it is zero. Since from equation (3) dl3 and d2i vanish together it is easily seen that all the determinants dl2, di3, d.i3, du cannot be zero unless all determinants dik are zero, a case to be excluded, since the boundary conditions (2) would be either incompatible or dependent. Therefore : The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a solution of the differential equation If this condition is satisfied there exists a single infinity of solutions of (1) and (2) (x2 ) is not zero. From equation (73) it follows in the same way that c^ = 0, d^ = 0 in case dl3 = 0, that is, all determinants dik are zero if dl3 is zero. We may therefore assume that d¡3 is not zero.
The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a solution of equations (1 ) and (2) are seen from (6) There exists a solution of the homogeneous problem when and only when the determinant A of equations (6) is zero. If the coefficients of the differential equation contain a parameter X, then A is a function of X, and X must have a value which is a zero of A ( X ) in order that a solution of the required type exists. These zeros X. of A ( X ) will be called normal parameter values, and the corresponding solutions y. of the homogeneous problem normal functions.
We shall consider the case that q is a linear function of X. The problem to be treated is to prove the existence and investigate the properties of the normal parameter values and normal functions for the differential equation
under the boundary conditions I La(y) = alyixl)-T-a2y(x2) + a3y'(xi) + aty\x2)=<i, I Lb(y)= 6,y(x,)4-b2y(x2) + o3y'(x,) + 64y'(x2) = 0.
It will be assumed that the following conditions are satisfied :
all the determinants dl2, dH, d^, di3 that are not zero have the same sign.
The following statement is a result of condition (16) License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Any function y which satisfies (20) also satisfies the equations
The discriminants of the right members of (18t) and (182) are
The second member when expanded is seen to be equal to trd12di3.
Since the determinants dik which occur in the first members of (18) cannot all be zero the truth of the above lemma is seen at once. Consider now the following minimum problem : Among all functions y(x) which satisfy the boundary conditions (20) The values of e/are all positive or zero, on account of conditions (15) and the lemma proved by means of condition (16). Hence there exists a definite lower limit X0 of the values of J under the above conditions. It will be proved that * It is here assumed that A is not everywhere negative in ( z,, 1, ) . This is no restriction on the problem since A occurs in the equation (!') multiplied by the parameter A.
this value X0 is a normal parameter value for the differential equation (1') under the boundary conditions (20), and that the corresponding normal function is the solution of the minimum problem.
If X0 were not anormal parameter value there would exist, according to the theorems of § 1, a solution of the differential equation y"+py'+(\A-B)y=f under the boundary conditions (20), whatever bey.
It will be shown that y could be so chosen that the solution of the equation would satisfy all conditions of the minimum problem, and would give to J a value less than the lower limit of all such values, X0. The value X0 must therefore be a normal parameter value. ux, u2, u3, ■■■ be an infinite series of approximating functions for the minimum problem, i. e., an infinite series of functions uh which satisfy the equation (20) limit J"(wJ = X0, Ä=ao and all the conditions of the minimum problem.
Let
Lemma. The approximating functions uh can be so chosen that there exists a fixed number G such that for all h •Jx, From equation (22) limit 8, = 1. Multiplying these equations by uh and integrating from x, to x2 we have, on account of the condition (19), i"h<FYx\-r(w;+Bui)Pdx+\= rfhuhdx.
J X, vxi
Hence, on account of (20), This function satisfies all conditions of the minimum problem. It must therefore give to J a value less than or equal to X0, the lower limit of the values of J under the conditions of the problem.
But dividing (28) by a2 we have which is impossible. The assumption that X0 is not a normal parameter value therefore leads to a contradiction.
Hence the lower limit X0 is a normal parameter value, and there exists a normal function y0, not identically zero, which satisfies the differential equation (29) y';-rlxy[l-r(XaA-B)y0=0
and the boundary conditions (20). Multiplying equation (29) anc1 X0 cannot be zero. It may therefore be assumed without restriction that the normal function y0 satisfies equation (31).
Hence from (30) y0 gives to J the value X0. The normal function y0 is therefore the solution of the minimum problem. § 3. The existence of an infinite series of normal functions.
We proceed by complete induction.
Suppose Multiplying the differential equation by Py. and integrating from x, to x2, we have \PPAy*dx^J^i).
The arbitrary constant factor of y{ may therefore be so determined that in order to satisfy condition (3). It will be assumed that this condition is satisfied. Then there exists an infinite series of periodic solutions yn of (1') when the coefficients are periodic. We shall investigate the number of times yn vanishes in the interval (x,, x2) under the assumption that A(x) = 0 ix^x^x,).
Let pn and un denote the normal parameter values and functions for the boundary condition y(*i) = o. y(*t)-°-Then, under the assumption 4S0, according to Sturm's theorems * the function un vanishes n times within the interval (x,, x,).
We shall determine the number of times the periodic function yn vanishes in (x,, x2) by means of this fact. Since w(xf) = w{x2) the above boundary condition will be satisfied if mj(x,)=0. Now the n + 2 constants ci may always be so determined that they are not all zero, and that the »4-1 equations and since «/(y) contains y only in the integral this lower limit will be unchanged when the condition y {xf) = y'(x2) is omitted.
The function « = C0M0 + C1M1 +-V CnW"
satisfies the equation w(x,) = w{xf) since it vanishes at x, and x2. Then the n + 1 constants c¿ can always be determined so.that they are not all zero, and that the n equations hold :
•2ck \ \PAyiUkdx = 0 (f = o, l, 2, ■• -, n-l).
t/x.
The common factor of the constants c. may then be determined so that Hence y must vanish between a and 6. That is, between two zeros of a solu-
